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Louis Vuitton’s designer Virgil Abloh transported
celebrity guests at Paris Fashion Week to the
graffitied streets of New York in a dramatic
menswear ode to Michael Jackson. Abloh, the

first African-American to head a major European fashion
house, used his unique platform Thursday to celebrate
one of America’s most globally recognized and celebrat-
ed black performers. Here are some highlights of
Thursday’s fall-winter shows.

Vuitton’s Abloh revisits Jackson
It was the flamboyance of Michael Jackson as seen

through the classical prism of Louis Vuitton. The silhou-
ettes of some of the late star’s most eye-popping looks
were taken by Abloh and revisited in a slightly more
pared-down style. A military jacket and large sash - that
might have come across overly showy - were designed in
a tasteful pearl-gray monochrome cashmere. Elsewhere,
a giant cropped jacket with stiff padded lapels was saved
from excess with soft charcoal flannel twill. The signature
layering of the singer, who died in 2009, was ubiquitous
in the 64-piece parade that went from the subtle to the
not so subtle toward the end.

An overlaid silver parka coat in aluminum foil leather
and a silver safety vest were among the most literal of the
Jackson odes and recalled some of his most spectacular
concert performances, as did the models who wore jew-
eled gloves. Later in the show, Abloh made a series of
prints based on a cartoon in Jackson’s 1978 film “The
Wiz” that became a cult classic among black audiences.

Abloh called his hero, Jackson, “the universal symbol
of unity on the planet.” Though touching, the collection
could have perhaps done without the scarf shirts fash-
ioned out of global flags that came across as a tad busy
and somewhat obvious.

Rick Owens blows a kiss
A brooding and saucy mood overtook lauded

American designer Rick Owens in a 70s-style collection

Thursday. The show was entitled “Larry,” after US
designer Larry LeGaspi, whose silver and black space
looks were worn by rock groups such as Kiss. The fall-
winter show was very much an homage to the bombastic
styles of LeGaspi, about whom Owens has written a
book. Tan, sienna, deep vermillion and lashings of black in
the clothes were highlighted by sensually dappled light-
ing. Excess was simply everywhere.

Enveloping retro shades, peaked shoulders, over-
sized sleeves, flares and David Bowie-style tight waists
set the time-dial very much to the era of Glam Rock. As
if that weren’t enough, Owens pushed the envelope fur-
ther with painted white faces and inset leather
appliques that resembled women’s genitals. They con-
trasted purity with provocation. LeGaspi “helped set a
lot of kids like me free with his mix of art-deco sexual
ambiguity,” Owens said.

Vuitton’s Abloh celebrates 

Michael Jackson in Paris menswear

Models present creations by
Louis Vuitton during the

men’s Fall/Winter 2019/2020
collection fashion show in

Paris. — AFP photos
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